MARKET FORCES, COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES, AND HEALTH CARE REGULATION
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In the following article, Professor William White examines the interaction between governmental and private efforts to reform the U.S. health care system. He begins by examining several distinctive features of the U.S. health care system. From there, Professor White provides a historical account of the modern U.S. health care system, focusing in particular on the post-World War II growth of private health insurance providers and the expanding government regulation of the health care industry. Tracking the shift away from regulatory efforts to “market-based,” competitive reforms in the 1980s, Professor White traces the rise of managed care in the 1990s and presents evidence of managed care’s failure to contain health care costs. Professor White concludes by examining some emerging trends in private insurance markets and government regulation of the health care industry, designed to slow the steady upward climb of health care spending.

I. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. health care sector combines a high level of government regulation with continued reliance on market systems for allocating resources. The sheer complexity of our hybrid system makes it easy to lose sight of overall trends in industry organization. At the risk of oversimplification, the goal of this article is to examine the interactions between market forces and regulation in shaping the organization of the health care sector from a historical perspective. Specifically, this article focuses on competitive reforms of private health insurance markets since 1975. While national health reform was the subject of ongoing debate during most of the study period, the underlying organization of the health care system is taken as given in order to keep the analysis tractable.
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Section II of the article reviews some of the key characteristics of health care markets from a regulatory perspective. Section III provides institutional and historical background. Section IV examines two questions. First, what role did interactions between market forces and regulation play in the adoption of competitive reforms for private insurance markets? Second, what has been the impact of competitive reforms on the organization and operation of the health care industry and the demand for regulation? Section V examines the current state of our health care system. The article concludes in section VI by exploring where we are headed in the face of emerging trends in private insurance markets and recent regulatory proposals.

II. WHAT MAKES HEALTH CARE MARKETS DIFFERENT?

The health care industry has several important features that have combined to create a unique regulatory environment. First, the industry is characterized by major problems with uncertainty. Second, there are widely shared equity concerns. Third, the industry has been very dynamic; accompanied by rapid technological change, health care spending has been on a sharply rising trajectory since the early twentieth century.

As discussed by Kenneth Arrow and many subsequent researchers, uncertainty in health has posed three principal types of problems. First, there is uncertainty about when health care will be needed. Demand for care is frequently hard to predict and consumers face the risk of low-probability, high-cost events. Illustrative of this is the fact that health care costs are highly concentrated in a small percentage of the population. For example, in 1996, 5% of the population accounted for 55% of total health care spending, while 10% of the population accounted for 69%, and 30% for 90%. Second, there is uncertainty about what services are needed when illness occurs. Consumers frequently lack the skill and knowledge (and possibly the objectivity) to diagnose and
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treat illness when it occurs. Finally, not only the demand for care, but also the outcomes of treatments are often uncertain. Consequently, the appropriateness and quality of diagnostic and therapeutic services is often difficult for consumers to evaluate even after they receive them.

Each of these problems with uncertainty has engendered responses in the health care marketplace that have created their own new sets of problems. A pattern of skewed, hard to predict costs has generated a demand for health insurance. The introduction of insurance has raised cost and efficiency issues because it can insulate consumers from price and distort demand. Uncertainty about what services are needed when illness occurs has created a demand for physicians and other providers to serve as consumers’ agents, not only to provide specific services, but also to advise on the appropriate choice of care. Reliance on agents has, however, raised issues of agency abuse—acts or omissions by providers for their own benefit at the expense of their patients. Because it is difficult for consumers to assess provider performance, these agency problems have created a demand for regulatory oversight through such means as professional licensure and government quality assurance efforts, which have posed challenges of their own.

A second key feature of health care is equity concerns. Historically, our system has been unwilling to ration care solely by price. This has resulted in demands for public intervention and the introduction of large redistributive programs. These programs, in turn, have led to hard choices regarding tradeoffs between access, quality, and cost. Nevertheless, unlike most other major industrial nations, the United States has never instituted a system of universal health insurance. In 1999, an estimated 18% of the nonelderly U.S. population lacked any form of health insurance coverage. At the same time, despite the obvious inequalities implicit in this lack of coverage and “under insurance” of many
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other U.S. residents, there has been widespread reluctance to explicitly countenance the formal establishment of a “multitier” system.

A final important characteristic of the health care industry has been its dynamic pattern of growth. There is a long history of rapid expansion, dating back to the turn of the twentieth century. Starting from a low base in the early part of the century, by 1929, health expenditures were 3.5% of national income. In 1970, they exceeded 7% of national income and in 1980, they had reached 9%. In 1990, health expenditures were over 12%, climbing to over 13% in the mid-1990s. In the latter part of the 1990s, growth rates slowed, and the share of income spent on health care remained stable between 1997 and 1999. Recently, the pattern of rapid growth has resumed. Government estimates of spending run as high as 14% for 2001.

While not the only factor, this pattern of rapid expenditure growth has been closely associated with the adoption of new, cost-increasing medical technologies. New methods of diagnosis and treatment may improve outcomes, but also add to the overall cost of providing care. Thus, whereas the nineteenth century physician’s equipment was basically limited to the contents of his black bag, the early twentieth century saw the rise of the technologically sophisticated (and costly) modern hospital as the “doctor’s workshop.” The post-World War II era has been marked by a continuation of this trend and the growing use of ever more sophisticated, but more expensive, surgical techniques, diagnostic equipment, and drugs.

Against this background, a central focus of policy debates has been how to respond to the upward trajectory of health care costs. Simply making a straight line projection of future health care expenditures based
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on historical growth rates leads to the conclusion that the sector will soon engulf the national product. In this context, as Joseph Newhouse has observed, there is nothing inherently wrong with devoting a growing share of resources to health care. But neither is increased spending inevitable. The underlying issue is one of value for money and the opportunity cost of devoting additional resources to health care compared to other goods and services. International comparisons suggest substantial room for discretion. Other industrial nations have also experienced rising costs. The United States, however, spends far more both per capita and as a share of national income. A key policy issue is how to appropriately address the adoption of new technologies as costs rise.

III. HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The modern system of health care regulation in the United States has its genesis in the post-World War II era. Prior to World War II, government involvement in either providing or financing care was limited. State and local hospitals and clinics acted as safety net providers in many areas of the country, while there were also a few public programs for special populations such as veterans. The vast majority of care was purchased directly by consumers out-of-pocket on a fee-for-service basis in the private market place.

Thus, in 1929, out-of-pocket payments by consumers accounted for over seventy-nine percent of all health care spending. Public expenditures, primarily by state and local government on charity care, totaled only 14%, supplemented by a small amount of private philanthropy (under 5%). Moreover, not only was the allocation of health care resources primarily through private markets, but competition in these markets was basically “patient driven.” Patients and their doctors made decisions about what treatments to buy and where to purchase them.
While government involvement in the provision and finance of care was low, government regulation nevertheless played an important role in shaping market organization. One particularly important feature was public efforts to assure the quality of health services, especially through occupational regulation of health care professionals. Under the banner of quality assurance and consumer protection, medical licensure laws restricted the practice of medicine to physicians.\(^48\) This occupational monopoly, which was largely self-administered by the medical profession, had several important implications. First, it made physicians the primary point of entry into the health care system; for most services, a patient had to go through a doctor.\(^49\) Second, it provided a framework for standardizing medical training and controlling the flow of new entrants into medicine. Third, coupled with a powerful sense of professional legitimacy, it established a basis for enforcing codes of professional ethics and controlling the scope and form of competition in medical markets. Examples included tight restrictions on advertising and opposition to prepaid group practice arrangements in lieu of fee-for-service payment.\(^50\) Finally, it served as an anchor for extensive systems of voluntary professional self-regulation and an elaborate structure of medical specialty organizations.\(^51\)

Medical licensure could have been a powerful tool for regulating the quality of care and imposing professional accountability for clinical performance. While vigilant in monitoring educational credentials, advertising, and payment arrangements, licensure boards made little attempt to directly review physicians’ clinical or financial performances. Formal disciplinary actions on quality grounds were rare.\(^52\) Physicians might be subject to the pressure of their peers, who could affect referrals.\(^53\) The primary recourse for consumers, however, was the courts and malpractice litigation, which was both cumbersome and costly.\(^54\) While the medical community vociferously defended consumers’ freedom of choice to select physicians, there was no corresponding effort to collect or disseminate price or quality information to consumers.\(^55\) Finally, licensure limited consumers’ ability to turn to other providers.

These issues have not gone unnoticed by consumers. During the Jacksonian period of the nineteenth century, consumers openly rebelled and licensure laws were abolished in many states.\(^56\) By the late nine-
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In the early twentieth century, challenges to medical authority were not a central issue. An undercurrent of resentment against professional authority remained, but a much more immediate issue was rising costs.

As documented by the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, by the late 1920s, increasing use of sophisticated medical technologies and inpatient care placed a growing number of U.S. residents at potentially catastrophic financial risk in the event of major illness. This generated growing pressure to set up systems of health insurance to protect against this financial risk. In the case of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, proposals to increase financial access were combined with proposals to improve the efficiency through managerial innovation. In particular, the Committee supported prepaid group practices as a way not only to assure access to care, but to rationalize its delivery.

Many physicians strongly objected to these proposed innovations as a threat to professional autonomy. Some, as a matter of principal, even went so far as to oppose any form of insurance. Continuing growth in the costs of care, however, made out-of-pocket financing increasingly untenable. The 1940s and 1950s saw a rapid expansion in private health insurance, first through voluntary Blue Cross plans and then through commercial insurance. Tax subsidies of private employment-based group coverage, which quickly came to dominate the market, provided an added boost.

The growth of private insurance was accompanied by declining direct consumer payments. In 1950, private insurance accounted for 9% of payments for care and out-of-pocket expenditures had fallen to a little over 65%. By 1960, the share of private insurance had risen to 21%, public spending was 21%, and out-of-pocket payments had fallen to 56% of health care expenditures.

The growing role of private insurance was accompanied by the emergence of insurance regulation as a second important regulatory feature of the health care industry. Operating at the state level, insurance enabling laws sought to assure the financial solvency of insurers and to
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set parameters on the organization of payment systems and reimbursement of providers and enrollees.\(^{68}\)

Although by the early 1960s, private employment-based insurance covered the majority of U.S. workers, major groups remained outside the system.\(^{69}\) The introduction of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965 marked an important watershed. Together, these programs provided coverage to two key groups outside the workplace, the elderly and the poor, and sought to provide them with financial access equivalent to that available in the private sector.\(^{70}\) With their introduction, the government became involved in the large scale provision of social insurance to finance health care purchases. This resulted in a sharp increase in public spending on health care, particularly at the federal level. In addition, over time, both state and federal regulation of the sector increased, as policymakers sought accountability for growing public spending.\(^{71}\)

The combined effect of the expansion of public and private coverage was that by the mid-1970s, the vast majority of care was paid for by third-party intermediaries. Between 1960 and 1975, public spending nearly doubled, rising from 21% to almost 40% of total health care expenditures.\(^{72}\) At the same time, by 1975, private insurance had risen to almost 26% of total expenditures and direct out-of-pocket payments had declined to 33%.\(^{73}\)

New public and private insurance arrangements, by introducing large third-party intermediaries, had the potential to dramatically transform health care markets and establish new standards of financial and clinical accountability. But a series of accommodations served to limit any efforts to impose accountability. "Patient driven" competition was maintained. By design, insurers were relegated to a passive role, functioning primarily as conduits for funds.\(^{74}\) State insurance enabling laws, which remained in force until the early 1980s, precluded private insurers from taking a proactive role. Selective contracting with providers was prohibited, as was using financial incentives to "steer" patients to preferred providers. Medicare and Medicaid adopted similar frameworks. The only (grudging) exception was for Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) that used integrated exclusive groups of providers.\(^{75}\)

On the provider side, incentives for providers to control use were minimal.\(^{76}\) Typically, providers were reimbursed on the basis of their
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costs; thus, the more care they provided, the more they were paid. The primary method for attempting to impose financial discipline was patient cost sharing through coinsurance and deductibles. The financial risk associated with these arrangements could sometimes be substantial. The overall impact of insurance was to increasingly insulate consumers from the financial implications of their decisions. Meanwhile, consumers continued to face substantial costs in attempting to gather price or quality information that might have informed shopping. Provider advertising remained largely prohibited and there was no attempt to provide consumers with new, alternative sources of information.

Not surprisingly, costs continued to rise. Health care spending went from 5% of national income in 1960, to 7.9% in 1975. Several factors played a role. The expansion of insurance contributed to an acceleration in cost growth system-wide. The introduction of Medicare and Medicaid also had the effect of shifting an important part of the burden for cost growth to the public sector. This placed mounting demands on public revenues. In both public and private sectors, cost pressures drew new sets of motivated actors into policy debates.

In the 1970s, the response of private insurance markets to cost increases was largely passive. Initiatives for change came almost entirely from the public sector. In the wake of continued growth, policymakers’ attentions began to shift from improving access to containing costs. Important examples included the introduction of all payer rate regulation in a number of states, national price controls as part of more general efforts to control inflation, and efforts to introduce supply-side controls and rationalize the delivery of services through health care planning.

These public sector efforts added significantly to regulatory complexity. Against a backdrop of ongoing debates about national health insurance reform, public sector efforts also potentially offered a basis for replacing existing, market-based, arrangements with a comprehensive budget-driven system. Under such a system, common in many other industrial countries, expenditures would have been determined through
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a process of comprehensive government budgeting, rather than being market-driven. 86

As actually implemented, the net effect of regulatory reforms was to continue to leave the underlying market structure largely intact. While concerned about costs, neither providers nor consumers were comfortable with the idea of an administrative system giving the government a veto in the choice of treatments or providers. 87 This, in turn, limited the effectiveness of regulatory efforts. Important elements of regulatory reforms, Certificates of Need Laws and Professional Standard Review Organizations (PSROs), for example, continued to remain in place into the 1980s and beyond. 88 By the late 1970s, however, there was a shift away from regulatory approaches. Reflecting a more general shift in the political climate, policymakers began to turn to what became identified as “market-based,” “procompetitive” approaches. 89

IV. COMPETITIVE REFORMS

In the face of continued cost growth, the 1980s saw the introduction of a series of new market-oriented public policy initiatives. In addition, private payers and employers emerged as important new players. After rising from 7% to 9% of national income between 1970 and 1980, 90 health care spending accelerated in the 1980s. By 1988, it was 10.9% of national income, and in 1993, it reached 13.4%. 91 In the public sector, important initiatives included the introduction of the Medicare Prospective Payment System, 92 a range of state reform efforts, and in the early 1990s, the Clinton administration’s health reform initiative. 93 At the same time, finally galvanized into action, private insurers introduced changes that set in motion a fundamental restructuring of relationships in the health care market place, ultimately giving rise to what has come to be known as “managed care.” 94 This section briefly reviews the general
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rationale for market-based reforms\textsuperscript{95} and then specifically considers developments in private insurance markets and the rise of managed care.\textsuperscript{96}

\section*{A. Rationales for Competitive Reforms}

The basic procompetitive diagnosis of health care cost problems was twofold.\textsuperscript{97} First, delegating care decisions to well-insured consumers, who lacked both the means and the incentives to shop effectively for care, created inherently inflationary distortions in the purchasing system.\textsuperscript{98} Second, these distortions were reinforced by the absence of appropriate provider incentives, as well as the presence of inappropriate restrictions on payer and provider behavior, including insurance rules and bans on advertising.\textsuperscript{99}

A common thrust of procompetitive proposals in response to this diagnosis was that by more successfully harnessing market forces, performance could be enhanced, while preserving access and choice.\textsuperscript{100} There was the possibility of a win-win situation for consumers and payers; by appropriately restructuring markets, better care could be had for less. Focusing on private insurance markets, three broad types of strategies were put forward.\textsuperscript{101} The first and most important strategy for purposes of this article, was to reduce reliance on consumers by shifting the locus of control over shopping decisions to insurance plans and replacing “patient driven competition” with “payer driven competition.”\textsuperscript{102} The second procompetitive strategy, paradoxically, was to enhance the consumer’s ability to shop for care by improving access to information.\textsuperscript{103} Finally, a third strategy, used antitrust policy to regulate the exercise of monopoly power in health care markets.\textsuperscript{104}

The basic notion underlying the first strategy, which became the basis for managed care, was that insurance plans could shop more effectively than patients. Compared to patients, plans were better able to realize economies of scale in gathering price and quality information. They were also more motivated than patients because they could keep all savings arising from improved competition, whereas consumer savings are
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limited by the extent of cost sharing. Finally, by virtue of their size, plans
were in a better position to exercise market clout.\textsuperscript{105}

By harnessing competitive forces and employing plans as agents to
shop on behalf of consumers, large gains could, in theory, be achieved
from three sources. First, competition could promote more efficient
production of services by squeezing out waste, by generating incentives
to manage care more effectively, and by making use of preventive ser-
vices to maintain the health of enrollees.\textsuperscript{106} Second, competition could
also squeeze down high provider price margins associated with ill-
functioning markets.\textsuperscript{107} Third, competition could serve to rationalize the
adoption of new technology.\textsuperscript{108} As an added attraction, proponents
noted that by taking consumers out of the loop in shopping for care and
deleagating decisions about what care to buy, financial barriers to services
could be largely eliminated because cost sharing would no longer be nec-
necessary to control use.\textsuperscript{109}

Giving insurers responsibility for shopping introduced a new agency
problem. While insurance plans had incentives to aggressively shop for
care, they also had incentives to under provide care, and to avoid high
risk patients. Moreover, in the face of idiosyncratic consumer needs and
preferences, relying on plans for shopping introduced important new co-
ordination problems. Efforts to systematically rationalize health care de-
livery presented the risk of inflexibility in the provision of services, fur-
ther threatening access and quality.\textsuperscript{110}

Advocates responded that these problems could be solved by im-
posing accountability on plans through competition in insurance mar-
kets.\textsuperscript{111} In particular, proponents such as Alain Enthoven argued that
market discipline could simultaneously be imposed on plans and con-
sumers through a system of “managed competition.”\textsuperscript{112} Specifically, En-
thoven envisioned a system in which individual consumers would be of-
fered a menu of standardized plans and asked to make a premium
contribution based on the cost of the plan that they selected.\textsuperscript{113} To facili-
tate their choices, consumers would be provided with appropriate price
and quality information to enable them to assess cost and quality trade-
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offs between plans. The net result would be not only to create incentives for consumers to seek value for money in selecting their insurance, but to provide a way for consumers, through their shopping decisions, to directly impose market discipline on plans.

The second strategy, consumer empowerment, championed by the U.S. Federal Trade Commission, moved in the opposite direction of managed care. Rather than reducing reliance on consumers, this strategy posited that provider performance could be improved by promoting a more proactive role for consumers in the market place for care. That is, by reducing information costs about prices and quality, consumers could be empowered to shop more effectively. This would increase market discipline and lead to improved efficiency. The solution was more, not less, consumer involvement in the market place. In particular, reformers argued for reducing restrictions on advertising to increase flows of price and quality information to consumers. A corollary implicit in this strategy, which has emerged as an important theme in current debates over benefit design, was that increasing consumer cost sharing could improve market performance by increasing their potential savings from shopping.

The third strategy, the use of antitrust laws to regulate the exercise of monopoly power, was also championed by the Federal Trade Commission. This strategy was consistent with either managed care or consumer empowerment. By seeking to promote competition and limit monopoly, it potentially improved opportunities for shopping by both insurers and consumers.

B. The Introduction and Impact of Competitive Reforms

By far, the most striking impacts of procompetitive reforms in the 1980s and 1990s were the restructuring of public and private payment systems and the rise of managed care. As discussed below, at the start of the 1980s, private insurance markets were dominated by indemnity insurance. What would come to be known as managed care plans made up a tiny fraction of the market. By the end of the 1990s, this situation
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had reversed. At the same time, reforms on other fronts were also important. In particular, the Federal Trade Commission successfully pursued initiatives to reduce barriers to consumer advertising and expand antitrust enforcement. This section focuses on how managed care transformed private insurance markets. The final section will discuss the use of antitrust policy and the theme of using information to empower consumers.

Although the term itself did not come into general use until later, a nascent managed care industry already existed in 1980 in a small group of tightly integrated staff/group HMOs. Promoted by earlier federal legislation, such as the Health Maintenance Act of 1973, these HMOs were widely cited as a reference point by proponents of competitive reforms.

The basic model used by these plans was comprehensive care on a capitated basis, entailing flat annual payments for each enrollee. Once enrolled, participants were provided with care as needed from a closed panel of physicians employed exclusively by the plan. By implementing tightly integrated systems of managerial control, HMOs could rationalize the delivery of care to realize savings. These savings could then be passed on to consumers in exchange for consumers relinquishing their free choice of provider. Despite (or perhaps because of) federal efforts, the popularity of staff/group HMOs proved limited. As of 1980, existing HMO enrollment was around nine million, or about 4% of the U.S. population.

One possible avenue for reform was to replace the existing fragmented system of insurance with a system of managed competition, potentially anchored by group/staff HMOs. What actually happened was rather different. State decisions to alter insurance-enabling laws swept away restrictions on selective contracting and financial steering of patients. For the first time, private payers began contracting nonexclusively with doctors and hospitals and began using stringent economic incentives to direct patients to these providers. These procompetitive reforms, however, were not accompanied by any serious attempt to implement a national policy of managed competition. In the early 1980s, the federal government basically took a passive stance. While some states attempted to initiate reforms, those states faced problems with ca-
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capacity and major federal regulatory barriers. In the absence of sys-
temic government action, what actually emerged has come to be widely
described as a system of “unmanaged competition.” The level of com-
petition increased sharply. The organization of insurance markets, how-
ever, remained highly fragmented and opportunities for systematic, in-
formed shopping in these markets by individual consumers continued to
be limited.

The rise of unmanaged competition was accompanied by a rapid
evolution of new types of insurance products that have generically be-
come known as “Managed Care Organizations” (MCOs). By the early
1990s, a veritable alphabet soup of new organizational forms existed. To-
day, major types of MCOs include not only traditional group/staff
HMOs, but also network HMOs and IPA (Independent Practice Asso-
ciation) HMOs, Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs), and Point of
Service Organizations (PSOs). Sorting out the differences between
these various types of MCOs is complex, especially given that their or-
ganization has been quite fluid. A short discussion serves as useful back-
ground for considering organizational trends in the next section.

In varying degrees, all of the main types of MCOs share several fea-
tures. The single most important distinguishing characteristic is selective
contracting and the use of financial incentives to steer patients to provid-
ers within plan networks. A second important feature is utilization re-
view and the use of administrative controls to attempt to influence pro-
vider behavior (e.g., the use of gatekeepers and treatment protocols).
A third major feature is the use of novel types of payment arrangements
to realign provider incentives. A key example is provider capitation, in
which a provider is paid a fixed amount per covered member per month.
Providers assume the financial risk for the costs of caring for these enrollees, creating strong incentives to control utilization. Other
related examples include the use of bonuses and withholds.
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Comparing plan types, one major distinction is the use of exclusive contracts for providers. As noted, staff/group HMOs either hire their physicians as employees or contract for physician services on an exclusive basis.\textsuperscript{145} Other MCOs typically use nonexclusive arrangements, allowing a provider to contract with more than one MCO.\textsuperscript{146} A second major distinction is the degree to which plans reimburse enrollees for self-referred, nonemergency, out-of-plan (nonplan provider) services. HMOs do not reimburse for these services.\textsuperscript{147} PPOs do, albeit while also applying higher coinsurance and deductibles as a means of steering patients to “preferred providers.”\textsuperscript{148}

HMOs typically have also been distinguished by greater efforts to manage use in-in-plan providers, particularly in integrated staff/group HMOs. In contrast, most PPOs serve primarily as contracting agents, shopping for discounts while making relatively little effort to use administrative controls to influence behavior. PSOs are hybrids. They offer their members services from an HMO, combined with coverage for self-referred out-of-plan care subject to higher coinsurance and deductibles. A final distinction is the use of novel payment methods, which are more common in HMOs, especially in the case of capitation.\textsuperscript{149}

Because of the diversity of organizations and reporting requirements, tracking overall trends in MCO enrollment is difficult. Data quality varies by plan type. Enrollment estimates are most accurate for HMOs because they are considered insurers and subject to associated legal reporting requirements.\textsuperscript{150} Between 1980 and 1990, HMO enrollments grew from nine million to over thirty-six million.\textsuperscript{151} Estimates are much more problematic for PPOs, which, as contracting agents, are not subject to these requirements. PPOs emerged as a major source of coverage in the late 1980s, while by the early 1990s some HMOs had begun establishing PSOs. By 1993, HMO enrollments exceeded forty-two million.\textsuperscript{152} They had another growth spurt in the mid-1990s, reaching a peak of slightly over eighty million in 1999.\textsuperscript{153} In 1993, there were also roughly sixty million people covered by PPOs and an additional 1.5 million people enrolled in PSOs.\textsuperscript{154} Based on market survey data, the estimated number of individuals with PPO coverage was over 106 million in 1999.\textsuperscript{155}
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Totaling estimates of HMO and PPO coverage, an estimated 107.5 million people were covered by managed care in 1993 and 186.8 million in 1999. Subsequently, estimated PPO enrollments have continued to grow. There has been a dip in HMO enrollments, however, which fell to seventy-eight million in 2001.

These numbers point to a pattern of rapid MCO growth from a small base in the 1980s. They also suggest that, nationally, MCOs did not really begin to move into a dominant role in private insurance markets until the mid-1990s. Following the collapse of the Clinton health care reform initiative, managed care quickly became the norm for the majority of the U.S. population with private coverage. Consistent with this, employer surveys indicate that the estimated share of covered workers in conventional insurance plans was 73% in 1988. In 1993, managed care had made major inroads, but the share of conventional plans was still 46%. By 1996, it had fallen to 27% and by 1999, conventional plans accounted for only 9% of covered workers.

Unmanaged competition had implications beyond costs, including implications for consumer access to services and, potentially, for quality. The rise of managed care in the early 1990s was accompanied by a sharp reduction in the rate of growth in health care spending. Health insurance premiums and health care expenditures had been growing at double digit rates since the 1970s. In the mid-1990s, their growth rate slowed considerably. Between 1993 and 1997, expenditure growth averaged only 5.4% per year and the rate of insurance premium growth plunged to 4.8%. In the wake of this sharp slowdown, expenditures actually fell as a share of national income, from 13.4% in 1993, to 13.1% in 1997, re-
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maining at this level through 1999. Not all of this decline was attributable to private managed care, however. After 1997, the Balanced Budget Act and a marked decline in the growth of public spending, particularly for Medicare, also contributed. As of the late 1990s, however, managed care seemed to be working as an effective cost containment mechanism.

Less heralded, but also important, was the impact of managed care on financial barriers to health care. Consistent with the notion that if patients were taken out of the loop in shopping for care, then there would be less need for cost sharing, direct consumer payments fell. Between 1990 and 1995, the share of total out-of-pocket health expenditures declined from 23% to 17.2%. In the case of hospital services, which involve particularly high levels of exposure to financial risk, the share was already low. But by 1995, it had fallen to 3%. For physician services, direct consumer payments declined from over 35% in 1975, to 27% in 1985, and to 12% in 1995. Between 1995 and 2000, however, the trend leveled out and shares basically remained flat.

In spite of managed care’s seeming success in curbing cost growth and in improving financial access, its growth in the mid-1990s was accompanied by mounting tensions between consumers and providers and the emergence of a “managed care backlash.” Early proponents of managed care argued that, through better management, MCOs could promote both quality and efficiency and constrain costs. Critics now challenged these claims with growing intensity and argued that managed care was failing to make good on its promise; rather than delivering managed care, MCOs were delivering “managed costs.” Key issues included concerns about provider choice, quality of care, and impacts on provider markets.

Discussions of choice and quality are often intertwined. While sometimes equated in public debates, choice does not necessarily imply high quality care, and it is useful to consider the two issues separately. For most of the millions of consumers new to managed care in the late 1980s and the early 1990s, the impact on choice was unambiguous; managed care reduced choice. For the first time, these people found themselves subject to restrictions on not only which providers they could use, but which services. The phrase “Can I keep my doctor?” became a com-
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mon refrain, as did complaints about utilization review and the use of gatekeeper arrangements to restrict access to referrals.174

Concerns about new forms of reimbursement contributed to a mounting sense of dissatisfaction. By 1995, a third of all doctors had at least one capitated contract, including 50% of physicians in general or family practice and 45% in general internal medicine.175 Because these contracts created incentives to withhold services, they raised growing questions about the alignment of doctors’ interests with those of their patients, shaking consumers’ trust in their physicians.176

Adding to these concerns was the failure of consumer choice and the vision of managed competition to materialize in private insurance markets.177 The vast majority of the U.S. population (90%) continued to obtain insurance through employment-based groups.178 In the workplace, far from facing a menu of standardized plans, most people had very limited options. For example, in 1996, 33% of U.S. residents with workplace insurance found themselves with only one option.179 Another 16% had a choice between two plans, while only half had access to three or more plans.180 Hence, for many, the option of switching plans without switching employers was moot. Conversely, if an employer chose to drop a plan, then employees had little choice but to go along. For many employees, to the extent they had control over offerings, it was only indirectly through their ability to exert pressure on employers.

Despite extensive study, the impact of managed care on quality remains difficult to assess. There is strong evidence that, whether or not fully intended, managed care has had profound effects on the organization of health care delivery, the types of services patients receive and from whom they receive them. For example, in local health care markets, the growth of managed care has been associated with reductions in the use of inpatient care, increases in the use of outpatient services, and shifts in the use of selected technologies.181 Other effects include changes
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in the relative demand for primary care versus specialist physicians, and a decline in the share of physicians in solo practice.

These shifts had significant potential implications for quality. The direction of predicted effects, however, was variable. Consistent with this, results in the literature seeking to directly evaluate the impact of managed care on quality outcomes are mixed. Some studies suggest negative outcomes. But the direction of effects is far from uniform, and impacts go in both directions, providing ammunition for both proponents and opponents.

Consumer ire toward managed care, generated by restrictions on choice and new types of payment incentives, undoubtedly contributed to the intensity of debate. Not only have many consumers been prepared to believe the worst, but the literature suggests their hostility may have led to exaggerated perceptions of the evidence against managed care.

An additional contributing factor to the negative perceptions of managed care may be a more general trend toward consumerism. The term “consumerism” has been used to encompass a wide range of different aspects of consumer behavior and concerns. From a consumerist perspective, particularly important aspects of consumer discontent are a growing desire to participate in medical decision making and a willingness to challenge the professional authority of physicians and demand increased accountability.

One important manifestation of consumerism has been an effort to empower consumers in the marketplace. Examples range from the release of data on procedure-specific hospital mortality rates, to the National Committee for Quality Assurance’s Health Plan Report Card for
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managed care plans. Consumerist concerns have also been the basis for regulatory initiatives, including “consumer rights” legislation, which will be discussed in the next section.

Turning to the supply side of the health care market, the coming of managed care triggered massive upheaval. Doctors and hospitals alike found themselves buffeted by growing price competition. In addition, doctors and other providers found their professional authority and autonomy directly challenged by administrative controls, and managed care placed mounting stress on the doctor/patient relationship. Physicians remained patients’ agents, but now physicians were forced to negotiate with MCOs, not only for access to services, but for access to patients, who, in the terminology of managed care, had become “covered enrollees.” Doctors also had to deal with their patients’ unease and distrust, generated by administrative controls and new payment mechanisms, such as capitation.

Actual impacts varied considerably by location and type of providers. Overall, these shifts had two broad implications for providers’ behaviors. First, the shifts created incentives to increase efficiency and improve performance by trimming costs and realizing economies of scale through consolidation. Second, these shifts created incentives to reposition strategically. For example, doctors and hospitals built political alliances with consumers to oppose managed care as a perceived common enemy, as seen in the area of patients’ rights legislation. A second example, not necessarily in the interests of consumers, was strategic consolidation in order to reduce MCOs’ ability to play providers off against each another and to limit competition.

V. WHERE ARE WE NOW?

In the late 1990s, amidst grave doubts about its impact on quality, managed care seemed to be a resounding success in controlling costs. The last several years have seen a swift change in perceptions. After enjoying a period of unprecedented stability, health care spending and insurance premiums are once again rising rapidly. After growing at an average of 5.4% per year between 1993 and 1997, the growth rate in expenditures edged up to 5.7% from 1997 to 1999, followed by a surge to 6.7% from 1999 to 2000. Preliminary estimates indicate that the
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growth rate will be even higher in 2001. Long run projections suggest this trend could continue for years to come. Simultaneously, health insurance premiums have soared. From 1997 to 1998, premium growth jumped to 6.6%, from an average of 4.8% for the period from 1993 to 1997. Premiums rose again 6.8% in 1998-1999, then 8.4% in 2000. For 2001, the estimated rate of increase for employer groups is 11%, and estimates for 2002 are even higher. As a result, employers face health care spending increases that hearken back to the massive increases of the early 1990s. Moreover, after a long period of decline, this latest upswing has been accompanied by an increase in the percent of uninsured, which rose from 14.2% in 2000, to 14.6% in 2001.

In the wake of rapid increases in costs and a rise in the number of uninsured, a consensus has emerged that managed care is no longer working as a cost containment mechanism. From a policy perspective, this raises two key questions. First, what explains this resurgence? Second, what is the proper response to it? In part, managed care may be viewed as a victim of its own success. The same strategies, which were so effective in containing costs, have set in motion powerful forces in provider and consumer markets, which are now undermining managed care’s viability. At the same time, fundamental questions exist about managed care’s ability to address the effects of technological change and underlying problems with quality of care in an environment of growing consumerism.

Over time, hostility to managed care has evolved into a powerful “backlash.” It is becoming increasingly apparent that consumers value choice in its own right, and that many are uncomfortable with a strategy that shifts decision making to payers. Adding to this backlash have been the increasingly strident calls for action from physicians and other providers. This has led to growing efforts to introduce new regulation increasing MCO accountability. An extensive array of consumer-oriented reforms has been proposed. In one form or another, many states have passed patients’ rights legislation, while the issue has been hotly debated at the federal level.
In addition to agitating for legislation, consumers and employers have voted with their feet. A broad shift has occurred toward less restrictive forms of managed care. Enrollments have risen in forms of MCOs associated with less stringent administrative controls, such as PPOs and PSOs. Conversely, HMO enrollments have stagnated or fallen, even as HMOs have bowed to market pressures to expand their networks to include more providers. Recent physician survey data also suggest a shift away from incentives that may encourage physicians to withhold services and toward incentives that encourage provision of additional care. Thus, the trend appears to be towards managed care “lite,” in which plans are reducing controls on utilization and allowing consumers greater choice of provider.

A second major development has been provider consolidation. Hospital mergers and the formation of large systems have become increasingly prevalent. Between 1981 and 1995, the average level of hospital concentration in metropolitan areas grew by nearly a third. At the same time, physicians have moved into larger practice settings. In 1986, the share of physicians in solo practice was 38%. By 1995, the share of solo physicians had declined to 24%. Moreover, for both hospitals and physicians, the rate of consolidation has been greater in local markets with high levels of managed care penetration.

Both trends point to potential reductions in the ability of MCOs to use competition to control costs. Expansion of provider panels and the reduction of administrative controls have arguably weakened MCOs’ bargaining power with doctors and hospitals. Similarly, whether or not motivated by efforts to improve efficiency, increased consolidation implies greater ability by providers to resist MCO efforts to extract discounts and impose changes in practice patterns.

Setting aside the effects of consumer backlash and provider consolidation, a more basic question has been the underlying viability of managed care to deal with the adoption of new, cost increasing technologies. One interpretation of recent trends offered by commentators, such as Henry Aaron, is that managed care’s initial success came primarily from squeezing out provider rents and slack capacity. This created large sav-
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ings, which served to temporarily mask costs associated with use of new technologies. Now that opportunities for reducing rents and slack capacity have been exhausted, rising costs are back and managed care faces the daunting task of addressing choices about new technologies directly.

There has been considerable outcry in the popular press about managed care plans’ denials of access to new treatments. There is also considerable evidence that managed care has affected utilization patterns for specific technologies. But the evidence so far suggests that overall, managed care has not been effective in checking the impact of technological change. Recalling the earlier discussion of the dynamic nature of the industry and the role of technology as a cost driver, a central question is whether managed care can be modified to address this issue in the future.

VI. WHERE ARE WE HEADED?

Private insurance markets have responded to the challenges of rising costs and consumer and provider pressures in several ways. Emerging trends include changes in marketing strategies, benefit design, and renewed efforts to manage patient care focusing on high-cost patients. This section examines each of these trends, explores their possible implications for costs and access, and then considers how they could interact with potential policy responses.

For MCOs, one possible response to rising costs is to return to more draconian forms of organization. Experiments are already underway in some markets, such as southern California, where PacifiCare recently began offering a no frills HMO. A general shift in this direction has yet to develop, however. Instead, insurers’ primary response has been to reevaluate their marketing strategies for existing plans. In the past, many MCOs aggressively sought volume to improve their bargaining capacity. Recent trends suggest, however, that insurers’ focus has shifted from market share to margins. While mainstream insurers appear to be continuing to offer managed care lite policies with generous benefits
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and inclusive networks, they are raising rates and in some cases, pulling out of unprofitable segments of the marketplace.\textsuperscript{224}

A second, closely related trend is proposals to change benefit design to increase consumer cost sharing.\textsuperscript{225} A central theme has been a switch from a so-called “defined benefit” model (the traditional system of committing to provide an employee with a fixed benefit package) to what has been loosely described as a “defined contribution” model.\textsuperscript{226} In their purest form, defined contribution proposals provide an employee with a fixed sum of money to be used as desired for purchasing health insurance and/or medical services.\textsuperscript{227} In practice, the term has been more elastically defined to include a range of different types of cost sharing arrangements potentially impacting employee premium share, cost sharing for services, or both.\textsuperscript{228}

So far, implementation of full blown defined contribution models appears to be limited.\textsuperscript{229} There has, however, been a general trend in the direction of increased cost sharing. This is particularly true among small employers, as they have struggled to continue to provide coverage in the face of especially high premium increases.\textsuperscript{230} Regarding cost sharing of insurance premiums, the simplest variant has been to directly increase employee cost sharing of existing premiums.\textsuperscript{231} Alternatively, some firms have moved toward offering a fixed contribution, which can be used toward an employee’s purchases of health insurance and making the employee responsible for any difference between the policy it selects and the contributed amount.\textsuperscript{232}

In the case of health care services, the thrust has been to reverse the historic trend toward reduced financial barriers to care by placing employees at increased risk for the cost of services. One common way of doing this has been to simply raise coinsurance and deductibles.\textsuperscript{233} An-
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other approach, less frequently used, has been to establish Medical Savings Accounts (MSAs), in which a fixed sum is placed in an employee’s account to be used to cover health care costs.\textsuperscript{234} This is linked to a high deductible catastrophic policy, with the employee responsible for the difference.\textsuperscript{235} Either way, the net result of these cost sharing strategies is to expose employees to large out-of-pocket outlays in the event of serious illness.

Finally, a third trend has been to seek ways to reinvent managed care to more truly “manage” care. In particular, there has been wide interest in developing intensive interventions to manage the care of the small group of high-cost patients who account for the bulk of health care spending.\textsuperscript{236} Proposals for expanding “disease management” of conditions such as congestive heart failure, diabetes, and asthma are illustrative.\textsuperscript{237}

From a cost containment perspective, more stringent MCOs and increased consumer cost sharing represent a return to approaches already tried in the past. In the case of more stringent MCOs, a key question is whether recent problems with containing costs have been due primarily to a shift towards managed care lite plans. If instead costs have increased primarily because of problems growing out of provider consolidation and underlying difficulties in controlling the adoption of new technologies, then the impact is likely to be modest at best. Moreover, although anti-managed care sentiment appears to have eased recently, a return to stringent administrative controls could also reignite consumer backlash, making implementation difficult.

In the case of cost sharing, supporters cite evidence from studies, such as the RAND experiment, that greater cost sharing for services could substantially reduce the current level of spending.\textsuperscript{238} More importantly, they argue that in the current consumerist environment, the effectiveness of cost sharing could be substantially increased by “empowering” consumers with information about prices and quality.\textsuperscript{239} A special focus is the use of the internet to facilitate shopping and informed “self-
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directed” care. A similar case is also made for facilitating shopping for insurance.

There are several reasons for skepticism. Especially in the case of cost sharing for health services, there is a strong element of déjà vu. The failure of deductibles and coinsurance to contain costs under traditional indemnity insurance was, after all, one of the main reasons for shifting to managed care in the first place. The idea of motivated, internet-informed consumers is appealing, but the ability of new information technologies to successfully overcome longstanding consumer problems with assessing the cost and quality of care is unclear. In any case, to the extent consumers are protected against catastrophic risk, cost sharing applies primarily to low dollar expenditures, whereas the bulk of health care expenditures are concentrated in the care of high cost patients. As a result, the group that matters most from a cost perspective, the very high utilizers, would be the one least affected.

In the case of cost sharing, for insurance, defined contribution schemes have the potential to implement important elements of managed competition by promoting price sensitive shopping for insurance. But successfully implementing market discipline requires that employees be able to choose between a meaningful selection of competing plans. As discussed, this is an opportunity which many employees continue to lack. As a consequence, a major concern is that increased cost sharing could seriously impact access to care without concomitant benefits from containing costs. Even if firms do not stop offering coverage, increased cost sharing of insurance premiums could lead to a reduction in take up rates, thus increasing the number of uninsured. Compounding this problem could be a continued shift by MCOs toward a strategy of maximizing margins over market share. If MCOs sharply increase rates at the low end of the market or pull out altogether, then this could further increase the number of uninsured. In addition, increased cost sharing for services could lead insured consumers to forego needed care.

New case management techniques could significantly improve quality of care, while potentially helping to contain costs. Several important issues exist, however, with case management as a cost containment device on its own terms. Cost savings are not a foregone conclusion. Adopting best practice standards may forestall costly illness and lead to
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more cost-effective treatment. But the volume of services may rise, especially if patients are brought into the system at an earlier stage of illness and live longer. Nor is case management inherently less likely to lead to the adoption of new cost-increasing technologies. On the contrary, a system of formalized practice standards could become a powerful vehicle for accelerating the dissemination of new technologies. In addition, implementation may be difficult, posing complex coordination problems. For example, experiences to date suggest that payoffs from efforts of MCOs to manage chronic illness have been limited.

In addition to these issues, it is not clear how compatible more intensive case management is with consumer empowerment. Strategies based on self-directed care ask consumers to take responsibility for selecting providers and choices of treatments. Case management may entail substantial oversight of patients and as a result, may ask them to give up control over important aspects of their care if they become seriously ill. Also, in the case of many chronic illnesses, routine low-dollar services make up a key component of effective management. High cost sharing implies either asking patients to make substantial out-of-pocket expenditures for these services, or devising a system of supplemental payments specifically for this type of care. Another potential source of tension is obvious incentives for plans to restrict consumers’ choices of the providers for these kinds of services to assure the coordination of care.

Turning to regulatory issues, several recent legislative trends could interact with market trends in important ways. Some aspects of consumerism (e.g., greater consumer participation in decision making) dovetail with proposals to move toward market-oriented defined contribution insurance schemes and increased consumer “empowerment.” Others could move in the opposite direction toward greater government regulation. This is particularly true when coupled with mounting general concerns about the overall ability of the United States to deliver quality care, as captured by the recent 2001 Institute of Medicine (IOM) report Crossing the Quality Chasm. These general concerns could combine with concerns about managed care to provide a strong impetus for new types of quality assurance regulation. These regulations could impose
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important new constraints on provider and payer behavior and place a strong emphasis on meeting “best practice” standards of performance.253

On the supply side of the market, the Federal Trade Commission has recently launched an effort to step-up antitrust enforcement in health care.254 Increased antitrust action could check the trend toward increased provider consolidation and, to the extent it has constrained managed care, enable plans to return to a more vigorous use of selective contracting.255 The ability of provider interests to mount stiff political opposition should not be underestimated, however.

A final issue is the possibility of major health insurance reform. While presently not on the agenda, a combination of continued cost growth and a deterioration of coverage could quickly move this issue to the center of the political stage, other circumstances permitting.256 Once in play, a wide range of alternative proposals could find their way to the table. Without attempting to consider the full array, one option of special interest is individual tax credits.

As of this writing, tax credit proposals have been limited in scope.257 They may well remain so, but they have been of considerable interest to the Bush administration.258 If implemented, tax credits could dramatically restructure private health insurance markets. One key impact could be to move the system away from private employment-based insurance toward a system of individual insurance anchored by the public sector. This could present the possibility of systematically implementing a system of managed competition. Perhaps more importantly, however, a shift toward what amounts to a “voucher” system (i.e., the tax credit) could have broad implications for equity and access.259
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VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, this article has considered interactions between market forces and government regulation in private health insurance markets. Until World War II, consumers paid for most health care services directly out-of-pocket on a fee-for-service basis and the role of government was limited primarily to quality regulation and the provision of charity care. Beginning in the late 1930s and accelerating after World War II, however, rising health care costs, fueled by technological advances and changing social conditions, lead to a growing reliance on private insurance to finance health care. These developments were accompanied with growing government regulation of private insurance markets and the emergence of public insurance programs. At first, the focus of regulation was on assuring access to insurance and insurer solvency. As costs continued to rise, however, at least in part as a result of the introduction of insurance, the focus shifted to cost containment. Initially, efforts to contain costs centered on direct government controls on prices and the provision of services. The failure of these efforts, however, was followed by a shift to market-based reforms seeking to harness competition to control costs, and the rise of managed care. At the heart of managed care was the notion that performance could be improved by shifting control over purchasing decisions away from consumers toward health plans, who would have competitive incentives to contain costs while assuring quality. Recently, market developments associated with consumer backlash against plan controls on choice and growing provider consolidation have led to reassessments of this strategy. A number of possible marketplace responses have been discussed here, including changes in marketing strategies, modifications in benefit design and renewed efforts to manage patient care. Key issues for the future are how these strategies may interact and what kind of policy responses they may generate.